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Purpose of review

The aim of this review was to compare and contrast the application of molecular epidemiology approaches
for the improved management and understanding of the HIV versus SARS-CoV-2 epidemics.

Recent findings

Molecular biology approaches, including PCR and whole genome sequencing (WGS), have become
powerful tools for epidemiological investigation. PCR approaches form the basis for many high-sensitivity
diagnostic tests and can supplement traditional contact tracing and surveillance strategies to define risk
networks and transmission patterns. WGS approaches can further define the causative agents of disease,
trace the origins of the pathogen, and clarify routes of transmission. When coupled with clinical datasets,
such as electronic medical record data, these approaches can investigate co-correlates of disease and
pathogenesis. In the ongoing HIV epidemic, these approaches have been effectively deployed to identify
treatment gaps, transmission clusters and risk factors, though significant barriers to rapid or real-time
implementation remain critical to overcome. Likewise, these approaches have been successful in addressing
some questions of SARS-CoV-2 transmission and pathogenesis, but the nature and rapid spread of the virus
have posed additional challenges.

Summary

Overall, molecular epidemiology approaches offer unique advantages and challenges that complement
traditional epidemiological tools for the improved understanding and management of epidemics.
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INTRODUCTION urgent outstanding questions of cause, origin, trans-
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The principal goal of epidemiology is to identify the
causative and correlative factors that drive a disease
to enable a rational basis for infection prevention and
disease control. This includes addressing the basic
questions of what is the causative agent, how is it
spread, who is at risk,where is it prevalent, when is it a
threat, and why does it cause disease? At the begin-
ning of the HIV pandemic, these questions were
addressed through the use of contact tracing, case
finding, and well executed case–control studies, the
basic tools of infectious disease epidemiologic inves-
tigation. With advances in molecular biology, most
notably PCR and gene sequencing, new molecular-
based approaches to perform epidemiological inves-
tigations were developed, oftentimes directly in
response to the HIV epidemic itself. Today, molecular
epidemiology is indispensable to the investigation of
a new disease or disease outbreak. Indeed, these
approaches were deployed very early in the SARS-like
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) epidemic to inform
uthor(s). Published by Wolters Kluwe
mission, and risk. Despite these successes, several
limitations to these approaches have been exposed
by these two different epidemics, especially in regards
to implementation. Here, we discuss some of the
tools of molecular epidemiology, their use and lim-
itations as applied to the HIV epidemic, and lessons
we have learned so far in applying these approaches
to SARS-CoV-2.
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KEY POINTS

� Molecular approaches to epidemiology have advanced
and complement traditional epidemiological methods
for understanding the causes and correlates of disease.

� Each tool has distinct advantages and disadvantages
that are in part dependent on the nature of the
pathogen being investigated.

� Molecular diagnostics including serology and PCR
provide robust tools for accurate determination of
disease spread.

� Viral genome sequencing provides new phylogenetic
and phylodynamic methods for tracking transmission
that are highly complementary to traditional means of
contact tracing.

� Electronic medical records are a rich resource linking
patient demographic and clinical care data to disease
course for improved understanding of pathogenesis and
treatment outcome.

COVID/HIV
Molecular diagnostics: antibody and PCR-
based testing

One of the first challenges faced by clinicians, public
health experts, and epidemiologists during a new
epidemic is the need for accurate and sensitive
diagnostic tools. Traditionally, diagnostic proce-
dures were heavily dependent on clinical symptom
tracking, history of exposure, and standard microbi-
ology practices to isolate infectious agents.
Although often sufficient for extracting population
level trends, these tools alone are often complicated
by variability in clinical presentation, incomplete
medical histories, insufficient resources or inade-
quate protocols for microbial isolation, and high
rates of overall uncertainty [1–3]. The development
of molecular diagnostic tools for the detection of
specific pathogens, or an immune response to spe-
cific pathogens, revolutionized our capacity to diag-
nose infectious diseases accurately within large
populations. Although the sensitivity of these tests
is still largely dependent on the quality and timing
of sample collection relative to the infection time
course, their specificity is generally high when prop-
erly controlled [1–3].

The first molecular diagnostic tool for HIV was
an IgG antibody test developed in 1985, just 2 years
after the isolation and discovery of the virus as the
causative agent of AIDS [4–6]. This first-generation
test was an ELISA that used HIV-1 infected cell
lysates as the fixed antigen over which patient
serum would be applied. Anti-HIV antibodies would
stick to the HIV antigens for detection with IgG-
specific secondary antibodies that could be
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quantified by a chemiluminescence readout. In
order to rule out false-positive tests (due to preg-
nancy, autoimmune disease, and other undeter-
mined reasons) and further differentiate HIV-1
from HIV-2, a subsequent validation of these results
was required by immunoblotting or immunoflour-
escence [7,8]. This two-part testing algorithm (serol-
ogy with secondary confirmation) would be refined
in the second and third generations to improve the
breadth of HIV subtypes that could be detected and
to standardize the antigens used as bait for mass
production. Although these algorithms had high
sensitivity and specificity, their reliance on antibody
detection dictated a significant lag time between
exposure and diagnosis. In other words, due to
the time it takes for the body to mount a specific
antibody response detectable in the blood (i.e. the
time to seroconversion), these tests were not be able
to detect infection for 3–12 weeks following expo-
sure [9–11]. To narrow this negative window,
fourth-generation tests that incorporated direct
antigen detection were developed, first becoming
available in 1997 (Fig. 1a). These tests similarly
relied on ELISA methodology, but for detection of
both HIV p24 antigen as well as anti-HIV antibodies
[9,12]. Fifth-generation tests that included separate
readouts for antigens and antibodies were developed
in 2015. These tests are usually effective at detecting
HIV infection within 18–45 days following expo-
sure. These later tests also allowed for more rapid
and improved differentiation between HIV-1 and
HIV-2 infection [13].

Serological tests for diagnostic purposes are rel-
atively cheap, have a low barrier to entry and can be
readily adapted to rapid, at-home or point-of-care
testing platforms [14,15]. These ‘rapid’ tests gener-
ally rely on immunochromatography wherein dif-
ferences in antibody movement in the presence or
absence of its antigen can be detected by laminar
flow. Rapid tests generally have lower specificity
than the traditional ELISA-based tests, and so
require result confirmation, but enable outreach
and testing to a much broader population than
otherwise would be accessible [14,15]. There is cur-
rently one FDA-approved rapid self-test for HIV in
the United States (OraQuick), which detects anti-
HIV antibodies from an oral swab. Rapid, point-of-
care tests are also available that use a single drop of
blood from a fingertip (i.e. Alere Determine, among
others) [14–16].

Although serological assays are the recom-
mended diagnostic tests for HIV, PCR-based testing
is also a helpful adjunct in certain diagnostic sit-
uations. Rather than detecting the virus-specific
antibodies or viral proteins, these tests rely on detec-
tion of viral nucleic acids [17–19]. In these tests,
Volume 16 � Number 1 � January 2021
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FIGURE 1. Evolution of HIV diagnostic algorithms. (a) This cartoon depicts the abundance of HIV diagnostic substrates in the
serum of a figurative patient during the first several weeks following infection. Although first-generation HIV tests that relied on
detection of anti-HIV IgG antibodies in patient serum had a large ‘negative window’ between infection and detection, each
successive generation of tests reduced this gap. Nucleic acid tests are primarily used for medical management of disease, but
are used for diagnostic/screening purposes in some algorithms. (b) The current HIV testing algorithm based on guidelines from
the Centers for Disease Control.
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viral RNA is extracted from blood samples, con-
verted into complementary DNA (cDNA), and ampli-
fied with HIV-specific oligonucleotide primers. If
done in a quantifiable way, these assays can also be
used to determine viral load, which can be an impor-
tant determinant of transmission and pathogenesis
[20–24]. Although these tests are generally more
expensive, more prone to false positivity than the
current antibody testing algorithms, and can be sub-
ject to longer turnaround times, they can be used to
detect HIV infection within 3–14 days following
exposure, often prior to the appearance of quantifi-
able p24 antigen or anti-HIV antibodies in the blood
[17–19]. PCR-based assays are primarily used as a
diagnostic adjunct in cases wherein acute infection
is suspected very soon after a high-risk exposure (with
follow-up antibody algorithm confirmation) [18], for
the detection of mother-to-child transmission (to
differentiate infant infection given the passive trans-
fer of antibody in utero) [25], and for surveillance of
blood donations [26]. Following acute infection,
some individuals may have viral set points below
the limit of detection for PCR-based assays, so sero-
logical tests are often preferred at time points beyond
the immediate post-exposure period. As such, PCR
assays for plasma HIV RNA are primarily used for
medical management and not generally recom-
mended as a stand alone diagniostic.

The Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion’s (CDC’s) current HIV testing algorithm calls
for primary screening with a fourth or fifth-genera-
tion HIV-1/2 antigen/antibody immunoassay
(Fig. 1b) [27]. A majority of these tests, such as
1746-630X Copyright � 2020 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwe
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved
Abbott Architect HIV Ag/Ab test or the GS Combo
Ag/Ab EIA test, have been extensively evaluated
with reported sensitivity and specificity ranging
from 99.7 to 100% [27–29]. Due to the high sensi-
tivity, a follow-up test is not recommended, unless
an exposure event is suspected within the test’s
negative window (roughly within the previous 2–
4 weeks), in which case a PCR-based nucleic acid test
is suggested. If the initial assay gives a positive result,
a follow-up immunoassay to confirm diagnosis and
differentiate between HIV-1 and HIV-2 is required. If
a negative result is obtained in follow-up, a PCR-
based nucleic acid test is again suggested to test for
acute infection in the negative window. If a prelim-
inary positive result is obtained from a rapid, point-
of-care test, result confirmation using this algorithm
in a certified clinical laboratory is required.

The type of diagnostic test that is most effective is
highly dependent on the nature of the virus and the
goal of the test. HIV establishes a chronic infection
throughout the lifetime of an individual, so while
early diagnosis is optimal, diagnostic tools that are
effective at any stage of disease are useful for protect-
ing patient health and for controlling future spread
[20,21,30

&&

]. Viruses that do not establish chronic
infections, however, afford only a small window in
which diagnostic tests can be used to inform treat-
ment and prevent spread. By the time serological
responses are developed against SARS-CoV-2, for
example, a majority of people have already cleared
the virus and cannot transmit the infection. Thus,
although serological tests that indicateprior exposure
r Health, Inc. www.co-hivandaids.com 13



COVID/HIV
to SARS-CoV-2 may be informative for transmission
models, such results are of limited benefit for deter-
mining if there is a current riskof further transmission
[31,32

&

]. Given this limitation, PCR-based testing has
emerged as the primary diagnostic test for detecting
SARS-CoV-2 infection in the clinic. There are a large
variety of these tests available, most of which rely on
amplification of a portion of the viral nucleocapsid
(N) or RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) genes
[31,33

&

,34].
When properly controlled, the specificity of PCR-

based diagnostic tests can be near perfect in high
prevalence symptomatic populations given their
dependency on unique sequences of nucleic acids.
The sensitivity of PCR-based testing, however, may
be substantially lowerdependent onthe timing of the
sample, sample source, and sample collection quality
[34]. For example, the sensitivity and specificity of
mostnucleic acid tests forHIV aregreater than 99.5%,
but the sensitivityof these assays drop if the specimen
is collected too earlyor late relative to acute infection,
if the specimen used is from an oral swab or dried
blood spot as opposed to serum, or if the specimen is
processed outside a certified clinical laboratory
[27,35]. Variation in the sensitivity of PCR-based
SARS-CoV-2 testing is similarly dependent on timing,
specimen collection and sample processing. To avoid
these issues, best practices include amplification of a
housekeeping gene within each specimen to validate
sample quality, repeat testing after possible exposure
to validate negative results (especially in cases shortly
after exposure) and limitation of testing to certified
clinical labortaories with trained personnel [36].Even
when using best practices, however, initial studies
estimate that the sensitivity of SARS-CoV-2 PCR-
based testing for COVID-19 pneumonia may be as
low as 70% [37

&&

]. The relatively low sensitivity of
these tests and the subsequently higher probabilities
of false negatives emphasize the need for additional
surveillance mechanisms (contact tracing, symptom
monitoring and so on)as well as for careful adherence
to public health guidelines (social distancing, wear
masks in public spaces, wash hands regularly and so
on). More studies are needed to determine the true
sensitivity of the various tests currently being
employed in clinical versus population-based set-
tings and to determine how much sensitivity varies
in symptomatic versus asymptomatic people [37

&&

].
Given the frequency and scale with which SARS-

CoV-2 testing is needed for diagnosis, surveillance
and monitoring, additional innovations in diagnos-
tic testing strategies are required. The development
of point-of-care testing strategies that either enable
more reliable self-sampling (i.e. through oral rin-
sates), faster turn around times (i.e. rapid tests such
as the Abbott ID NOW or Cepheid Xpert Xpress) or
14 www.co-hivandaids.com
less reliance on specialized equipment are being
explored [38–40]. Much like with the development
of rapid HIV tests, these are not meant to serve as a
stand-in for clinical testing, but rather as a means to
broaden capacity and outreach, link potential
pateints to clinical care sites, and inform potentially
contagious individuals of steps to limit transmis-
sion. Beyond changing the test procedure itself,
assorted pooling strategies are being explored to
better enable bulk testing [41,42]. Orginally devel-
oped as a way to increase the throughput of blood
borne pathogen testing in the blood supply, these
strategies rely on pooling a given number of patient
samples prior to testing [26,43]. Individual speci-
mens that compose negative pools are presumed
negative, while individual specimens that compose
positive pools are then routed to individual testing.
The number of samples in each pool is dictated by
both the local positivity rate and the overall sensi-
tivity of the assay. Many of these strategies and
others are being developed with support from the
National Institutes of Health Rapid Acceleration of
Diagnostics (RADx) programme [40,44].

In sum, molecular diagnostics have become a
vital tool in epidemic management to link people to
care, monitor transmission, enact preventative mea-
sures and answer the most basic of epidemiological
questions: who is being or has been infected?
Although these tests may seem definitive, the sen-
sitivity and specificity of the test, its implementa-
tion, and the exact nature of the readout dictate the
strengths and weaknesses of each approach. As such,
they are best leveraged in the context of complete
clinical care and health surveillance that includes
symptom monitoring, contact tracing, and risk
communication. Improved study of the limitations
of these tests in clinical practice and improved
communication of these limitations to health pro-
viders and patients will go a long way towards opti-
mal implementation of molecular diagnostics in the
context of an ongoing epidemic.
Virus genome sequencing

Although molecular diagnostics have become vital
tools for infectious disease surveillance, genetic
sequencing approaches have likewise matured to
become important tools for understanding disease
cause and transmission. The genetic information
obtained from viral sequences is a high-resolution
source of information that can be used not only for
studying biological properties of pathogenic viruses,
but also for understanding critical elements of viral
spread that inform and direct public health policies
[45–48]. The extraordinary development of sequenc-
ing technologies and analysis methods even within
Volume 16 � Number 1 � January 2021
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the last decadehave accelerated these trends in recent
years. In addition, the establishment of publicly
available sequence databases such as the Los Alamos
HIV sequence database, HIV sequence compendium,
GenBank, and GISAID have provided scientists with
rapid access to global viral sequences for an increased
analysis power and much faster response for moni-
toring epidemic trends.

The first HIV genomic sequences were described
in a series of papers in 1985 [49,50]. Due to the
relatively low abundance of viral DNA in patient
tissues, these viruses were first passaged in tissue
culture cells prior to molecular cloning and sequenc-
ing using dideoxynucleotide chain termination.
Eventually, methods were developed to sequence
clinical specimens directly [51]. It quickly became
clear that HIV genetic diversity was not only remark-
ably high, but also critically important for defining
the biological nature of the disease as well as the
clinical efficacy of early antiviral drugs [52–54].
Indeed, as sequencing of clinical isolates became
cheaper and easier, and the clinical significance of
antiviral drug resistance became clear, sequencing of
patient HIV plasma RNA became a standard of care in
order to check for known antiviral resistance muta-
tions and inform the use of appropriate therapeutics
[55,56]. Later, these same results began to inform
public health departments of potential risk networks
(see Molecularly assisted Contact Tracing below). For
the clinical purposes of drug resistance and corecep-
tor tropism prediction, high-throughput sequencing
methods that target selected regions of the HIV
genome (most commonly the HIV polymerase gene,
pol) are effective [57–61], though more recent whole-
genome sequencing methods have been developed
for other applications such as global and within-host
evolutionary analyses of HIV [62–64].

Experience with sequencing HIV and other
viruses has resulted in three major approaches to
viral whole-genome sequencing: metagenomic, PCR
amplicon, or target enrichment (reviewed in [65]).
Each sequencing approach begins with extraction of
total nucleic acids from the clinical specimen. When
sequencing RNA viruses such as HIV or SARS-CoV-2,
a reverse transcription step is first undertaken to
convert RNA to cDNA. In metagenomic sequencing
approaches, total cDNA obtained from the specimen
is used to generate a platform-specific sequencing
library for shotgun sequencing. The resulting
sequence reads are then filtered to remove sequen-
ces of human host origin prior to being assembled
and/or aligned to a reference genome sequence.
Metagenomic sequencing has the advantage of
being the fastest and most direct of the sequencing
methods, requiring the fewest intermediate steps
and, by minimizing PCR cycles, presents fewer
1746-630X Copyright � 2020 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwe
opportunities for the introduction of PCR bias into
the results. Metagenomic sequencing has the great-
est potential for novel viral pathogen discovery and
was the method used, in conjunction with targeted
PCR, to first identify the SARS-CoV-2 virus sequence
from a patient with COVID-19 symptoms at the
beginning of the pandemic [66

&&

]. These advantages
are offset, however, by the higher cost and lower
sensitivity of the metagenomic approach, as consid-
erably deeper sequencing is often required to obtain
sufficient sequence relative to the large proportion
of contaminating host or commensal organism
nucleic acids.

In PCR amplicon sequencing, the viral genome
is amplified directly from the clinical specimen
using PCR primers against the viral genome
sequence to generate a library of tiled and overlap-
ping amplicons. Sequence reads are aligned to a
reference viral genome sequence to identify var-
iants. PCR amplicon sequencing approaches were
quickly developed and implemented for SARS-CoV-
2, and have been crucial for several early discoveries
[67,68

&

]. This approach has the advantage of being
able to selectively enrich the viral genome prior to
sequencing, minimizing the amount of contaminat-
ing DNA or RNA being sequenced. This both
decreases the cost of sequencing and increases the
efficiency and throughput of clinical investigations
as many isolates can be indexed and sequenced
simultaneously. The amplification step also
improves the sensitivity for detecting viruses in
low abundance in the clinical specimen. Limitations
of this approach include increased complexity of the
library preparation and the possibility that viral
variability could result in primer mismatches and
incomplete sequencing. Relative to HIV, however,
the low mutation rate of SARS-CoV-2 somewhat
tempers these concerns [69,70].

Target enrichment, also known as pull-down,
bait, or capture assays, involve DNA or RNA probes
complementary to the viral sequence bound to a
solid phase such as magnetic beads or others. After
library preparation from the clinical specimen, viral
genomes are allowed to hybridize to leader sequen-
ces on the bead-bound probes. The captured nucleic
acids then undergo a limited number of PCR ampli-
fication cycles and sequencing. Multiple target
enrichment probe sets were quickly developed for
SARS-CoV-2 [71,72]. This approach can include mul-
tiple probes against the same virus such that a
mutation in any one region does not disrupt
sequencing or get replaced with primer or probe
sequence. In addition, as there are fewer PCR ampli-
fication steps, there is less risk of introducing muta-
tions into the genome sequence not found in
the host.
r Health, Inc. www.co-hivandaids.com 15
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Several platforms for high throughput whole
genome sequencing of viruses using these library
preparation approaches are available. These include
the short-read sequencing technologies such as Illu-
mina’s MiniSeq, MiSeq or NextSeq platforms with
maximum read lengths of 300 bp and long-read
platforms such as the Pacific Biosciences (PacBio)
Sequel II or Oxford Nanopore MinION or GridION
systems, which can each produce reads averaging
several thousand bases in length. These platforms
differ also in read accuracy with read sequences from
short read platforms having error rates often below
1% compared with the approximately 5–15% error
rate of the PacBio and Nanopore platforms [73]. The
higher error rates of sequences produced on long-
read platforms can complicate the resolution of HIV
quasispecies in clinical specimens, which can result
from prolonged chronic infection in the setting of
high rates of both mutation and replication of the
virus [74]. Hence, short read sequencing is currently
more favoured for high throughput targeted or
whole genome sequencing of HIV [75,76]. In con-
trast, the low mutation rate and limited infection
duration of SARS-CoV-2 allow for either short or
long-read sequencing platforms to be used to eluci-
date the sole or dominant variant in clinical speci-
mens.
Phylogenetic and phylodynamic methods

Most viruses, especially RNA viruses, accumulate
variability at very high rates due to their elevated
mutation rates, high progeny production, and short
replication cycles [77–81]. This variability is affected
by transmission patterns, host population structure
and selective processes operating on the viral popu-
lation, such as immune responses or antiviral thera-
pies [74,82–85]. Due to the effect of these factors on
the viral genetic variability, we can study the viral
sequences and their variability patterns to infer the
different processes the viral populations have gone
through. Although the high mutation rates of other
viruses such as HIV (inter-host substitution rate of
�5x10�3 substitutions/site/year [70]) or influenza
virus (�4x10�3 substitutions/site/year [86]) allow
for robust variability analysis based on targeted
sequencing of selected genes or genome regions,
the relatively low mutation rate of SARS-CoV-2 (esti-
mated substitution rate of �8x10�4 substitutions/
site/year [69,87]) mandates complete viral genome
sequencing to enable variability analyses.

Generally, the first step in variation analysis is to
reconstruct a phylogenetic tree with a representative
set of sequences by applying nucleotide substitution
models that best fit the data (i.e. the model that best
explains the observed rates at which each nucleotide
16 www.co-hivandaids.com
is substituted by another) [88]. The most commonly
used methods for viral phylogenetic tree reconstruc-
tion are Maximum Likelihood [89–91] and Bayesian
approaches [92,93]. The inclusion of specimens
from different time points allows for evolutionary
rate calculation by including a temporal parameter
in the tree reconstruction and assuming a time-
dependent accumulation of mutations (i.e. a molec-
ular clock) [94,95]. The inferred phylogeny will
depict the genetic relationships between the viral
sequences along the reconstructed branches of the
tree (Fig. 2a). Using these phylogenies, analytical
methods can be used to surmise epidemiological
processes using both traditional phylogenetic and
newly developed phylodynamic methods.

Traditional phylogenetic methods use molecular
evolution and population genetics to infer character-
istics of the viral populations being analysed, such as
the most likely path of viral evolution and the origin
of different viral lineages by statistical reconstruction
of the most-probable ancestors of the sampled
sequences along the phylogenetic tree [96,97]; the
selective processes operating in the population by
comparison of the rates of synonymous and non-
synonymous mutations [98–100]; and the viral pop-
ulation structure by measurement of the degree of
compartmentalization [101,102] or neutrality [103]
throughout the tree. Newer phylodynamic methods
merge classic epidemiological models, such as the
Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR)model,with tra-
ditional phylogenetic methods to more directly
study viral epidemics [74,83,104,105]. These meth-
ods allow the extraction of epidemiological parame-
ters from the genetic information including viral
origins, transmission networks, viral population size
changes and risk factors (Fig. 2b,c). Moreover, these
models allow the inclusion of geographical informa-
tion in the analyses to study spatiotemporal dynam-
ics of the viral populations using phylogeography
[106]. Phylodynamic approaches have already been
successfully applied in the study of multiple viral
pathogens, including HIV-1 transmission networks
[107

&

,108–110,111
&&

] and epidemiological studies
[105,112–114], influenzapandemics [115–117],Ebo-
lavirus outbreaks [118–121] and hepatitis C virus
studies [122,123], among others. More recently, phy-
lodynamic analyses are being widely utilized to
understand the new SARS-CoV-2 pandemic and
inform public health measures [69,87,124,125].

Although traditional epidemiological studies
based on surveys, detailed contact tracing, and math-
ematical modeling are instrumental for studying epi-
demics, they require careful examination of
confounding factors, are limited by missing or mis-
classified clinical care data, and can be prone to
sampling issues [126]. Likewise, molecular-based
Volume 16 � Number 1 � January 2021
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FIGURE 2. Phylodynamic methods for measuring
epidemiological parameters. (a) A hypothetical, temporal
phylodynamic tree with geographical information
(indicated by colors) where the x-axis represents the time of
sample isolation. The combination of genetic distance and
spatiotemporal metadata allows for the visualization of
outbreaks over time and for estimation of viral evolutionary
rates, selective pressures, diversification patterns and
migration events, among other parameters. (b) These same
phylogenies can be used to estimate viral population sizes
of the outbreak at different times. (c) The degree of genetic
diversification over time, as shown by the number of
lineages over time, in relation to population size changes
and other inferred evolutionary dynamics, can help
estimate epidemiological parameters like spread or
transmission.
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methods for estimating key epidemiological param-
eters face a number of limitations due to evolutionary
complexities, recombination, sampling bias and
incorrect rooting of the phylogenies (i.e. incorrect
assumption of the most recent common ancestor)
[127]. The lower mutation rate of SARS-CoV-2, in
particular, necessitates a careful adaptation of some
of the phylogenetic assumptions previously opti-
mized for studying RNA viruses with higher mutation
rates. However, when used properly, these methods
can provide confident and precise estimates of epi-
demiological parameters with reasonable predictive
power that is difficult to achieve through traditional
approaches alone [47,104,126,128].

These types of molecular surveillance methods
have already been implemented to help understand
and track HIV spread in both research and public
health settings. Phylogenetics were used in a land-
mark HIV prevention clinical trial to determine if
participants on antiretroviral therapy (ART) were
the source of new infections [129,130] and by the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to help stop an
outbreak of HIV among needle sharing partners
[131]. Phylodynamic approaches have also enabled
identification of gaps in current HIV prevention,
care and treatment programmes that can improve
detection, monitoring and control of chronic, local
HIV subepidemics [132,133]. In this case, molecular
surveillance by sampling a large statewide repository
of HIV-1 sequence data identified steady onward
propagation over years of certain sequences, uncov-
ering previously unrecognized characteristics of
those local subepidemics [132]. Another report
assessed sources of transmission among recently
infected MSM in the Netherlands, finding that the
majority of recent infections could have been pre-
vented with a public health approach informed by
phylogenetic analyses [134]. Likewise, these meth-
ods have been used to describe the likely origin of
the SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks around the world, iden-
tify newly emergent variants of the virus associated
with higher viral loads in patient airways and define
the potential for re-infection.
Molecularly assisted contact tracing

Although retrospective genetic variation analyses,
such as those highlighted above, have been
unquestionably valuable, real-time use of molecular
surveillance may be more relevant for public health
control of both HIV and SARS-CoV-2 spread. Unfor-
tunately, the application of genome sequencing
approaches and their analysis is both time and cost
intensive, while public health agencies have been,
and are now, resource-constrained. They generally
do not have the time, analytical expertise or
r Health, Inc. www.co-hivandaids.com 17
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necessary resources to learn and apply the compu-
tationally intensive phylogenetic and phylody-
namic methods above, which therefore now seem
to have greater potential for real-time viral surveil-
lance in the research setting than in public health
organizations. Towards this end, another analytic
methodology, HIV TRAnsmission Cluster Engine
(HIVTRACE), has enabled frontline public health
personnel to perform near real-time HIV molecular
surveillance [111

&&

]. This method uses pairwise com-
parisons of genetic distances between sequences,
without constructing phylogenetic trees, to identify
‘molecular clusters’ of HIV sequences. HIVTRACE
has been deployed (with security measures) in
recent years by the CDC to many state and city
health departments across the USA [111

&&

]. This
has been enabled by laws in a majority of states that
mandate diagnostic laboratories to report full nucle-
otide sequences of a short, subgenomic region of
HIV-1 (the pol gene, most commonly). These
sequences are determined from plasma virion RNA
as part of routine HIV care to guide selection of
antiretrovirals to which an individual patient’s virus
is not resistant due to viral pol gene mutations. The
CDC has used HIV pol sequence comparisons on a
national level to bring large intra and inter-state
molecular clusters to attention of relevant local
jurisdictions for investigations aimed at interdicting
further spread.

At state and city health departments, research is
ongoing to determine how HIVTRACE analyses may
further augment HIV contact tracing. Large-scale con-
tact tracing for sexually transmitted diseases (STDs)
began during World War II, and local public health
agencies evolved this effort in response to the HIV
epidemic into what is now called ‘partner elicitation
services’. This involves a public health worker inter-
viewing a person newly diagnosed with HIV and/or
recently entering HIV care to identify all their sexual
and drug-use partners (within a certain time frame).
The health department then reaches out to these
reported contacts privately and confidentially to
determine what, if any, services would benefit them
and help curtail further HIV transmission. This
includes HIV testing for those who are not diagnosed
with HIV. Linkage to care is arranged with the goal of
enabling ART-mediated viral suppression to prevent
further spread for those newly testing positive. Named
partners who test negative for HIV are considered for
pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) if they meet indica-
tions based on ongoing behavioral risk for HIV acqui-
sition. Viremia suppression and possibly engagement
(or re-engagement) to care are services provided to
named partners who are already known to have HIV.

In many communities with high HIV incidences,
timely access to partner services can be challenging.
18 www.co-hivandaids.com
Ongoing research leveraging HIVTRACE is seeking to
determine best practices for molecular surveillance
with the goal of increasing the efficiency of partner
services while maximally interdicting further HIV
spread. The concept is that molecular clusters may
include some individuals with related sequences who
were not named as partners by the index case. In
addition, the ‘riskiest’ molecular clusters might be
prioritized, so that partner services workers can pri-
oritize identifying the larger ‘transmission clusters’
that may be more problematic for public health. HIV-
infected persons who lack sequences in the database
because they were either not diagnosed or did not
have HIV pol genotyping results reported to the
health department would be added to relevant clus-
ters by contact tracing. This, in turn, could facilitate
further public health outreach to the larger ‘risk
network’ that includes both HIV-infected persons
(with and without HIV sequences) as well as unin-
fected persons who are at-risk via reported contact
with those infected person(s) (Fig. 3).

Research applying a phylodynamic-like
approach used HIVTRACE in combination with
annual numbers of new diagnoses to determine that
the molecular clusters with the most rapid and
recent growth in the prior few years are at greatest
risk for future cluster growth [110,135,136]. To
define a growing cluster, the CDC now uses a tight
genetic distance threshold (0.5%), a short time win-
dow for querying surveillance sequence databases (3
years), and any number above a small number of
new infections (five new diagnoses) joining the
molecular cluster within the most recent 12-month
period [110]. However, more research is needed to
define the optimal metric to monitor growing clus-
ters and guide efforts to control further spread [137].
This includes developing more effective means to
identify larger HIV transmission and risk networks
from initial molecular clusters, for example,
through iterative name elicitation or by using social
network strategies [138–140].

How well these emerging lessons in HIV molec-
ular surveillance might apply to SARS-CoV-2 is not
yet clear. Differences in droplet/aerosol/contact
route of transmission versus sexual transmission,
as well as the shorter duration of infectivity of
SARS-CoV-2, may make elicitation of names of
potential contacts more difficult for those diagnosed
with, or exposed to, SARS-CoV-2 than HIV. This
could increase the potential benefits of adding
molecular surveillance to public health epidemio-
logical investigations. That being said, decreased
SARS-CoV-2 genetic diversity, relative to HIV, may
or may not be countered by using full genome
sequences for clustering, complicating the interpre-
tation of molecular clusters. Furthermore, the scale
Volume 16 � Number 1 � January 2021
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FIGURE 3. Interpretation of molecular clusters in an epidemiological outbreak. Molecular clusters identified by viral
sequencing and phylogenetics represent a subset of individuals within a transmission cluster who are linked by direct or
indirect transmission events. These individuals are a further subset of people in an overall risk network who may or may not
have already been exposed to a disease. Determining how representative a molecular cluster is of a risk network depends on
a combination of molecular surveillance, contact tracing, and community engagement.
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and pace of SARS-CoV-2 spread outstrips that of
HIV, raising the possibility that sequence cluster
assessments may be much more challenging to
apply to COVID-19 control.

One critical lesson from these efforts for HIV is
that molecular surveillance may complement, but
not replace, current contact tracing that relies on
elicitation of names of close contacts. It is important
to note that there is far from complete concordance
between partners named by an index case in a
partner services interview and those persons with
HIV sequences that molecularly cluster with that
same index case. One report found that 48% of
named partners had genetically closely related
viruses, and that persons with genetically similar
HIV sequences comprised 53% of named partners
[141]. Persons diagnosed with HIV (female and
male) who reported high-risk heterosexual contact
1746-630X Copyright � 2020 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwe
were more likely to name at least one partner with a
genetically similar virus than those reporting their
HIV risk was via more stigmatized/unlawful behav-
iors, such as injection drug use or sex between men
[141]. It is speculated that the latter HIV risk behav-
iours involve anonymity of partners, more partners
or unwillingness to disclose names for multiple
reasons; stigma and marginalization associated with
those behavioral risks for HIV acquisition remain
pervasive. Although only a subset of those undergo-
ing contact tracing for SARS-CoV-2 exposure may
face such repercussions for reporting (i.e. potentially
based on immigration status, race, or adverse con-
sequences enforced by educational or professional
institutions), this highlights the importance of com-
munity engagement for successful control of viral
spread by contact tracing. Indeed, the extensive
literature on many persisting ethical issues raised
r Health, Inc. www.co-hivandaids.com 19
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by HIV molecular surveillance that still require work
should inform the cautions and safeguards appro-
priate for research on potentially advancing molec-
ular surveillance of SARS-CoV-2 [133,142–148].
Electronic medical record data

Although the approaches above focus on the who,
what, where and when of epidemiological investi-
gation, understanding how infectious diseases are
spread and why certain people may be more at risk
usually depend on the cultivation and maintenance
of clinical care data that track patient demographics,
spatiotemporal variables, symptoms, behaviours,
medical history, exposure, timing, etc. In conjunc-
tion with molecular information, including diag-
nostics, viral load, viral sequence and even patient
genotypic information, these datasets can yield an
epidemiological goldmine of information that shed
light on transmission dynamics, pathogenesis, risk
factors, and treatment outcomes. Traditionally,
these data had to be manually curated from medical
records and case files, which was not only time
consuming, but exceptionally laborious. Today,
much of this information can be extracted from
electronic medical record (EMR) systems, though
several challenges with these types of data persist.

The AIDS pandemic began in an era without
EMR systems and was first described by the CDC
through standard epidemiological practices, includ-
ing contact tracing, case finding and well executed
case–control studies. This was done well before any
laboratory had identified or sequenced HIV and this
sentinel work defined routes of transmission and
high-risk populations that continue to hold true
today [149]. As EMR systems became popular and
an essential part of medical care throughout the
early to mid-2000s, HIV researchers have harnessed
the power of EMRs to study real-world shifts in
disease as individuals with HIV are aging and care
has moved from in-hospital treatment of opportu-
nistic infections to outpatient chronic management
[150–153]. Early in the COVID-19 pandemic, EMR
systems helped investigators quickly describe the
clinical syndrome of hospitalized patients, define
risk for poor outcomes and assess therapeutic inter-
ventions [154,155,156

&&

,157–159]. As we study the
epidemiology of long-term complications of
COVID-19 and of milder disease managed in the
outpatient setting, we can expect to face several of
the challenges we are currently facing in the use of
EMR data to inform HIV research.

These global pandemics have highlighted the
need for rapid, reliable and comprehensive clinical
information to help inform the evolving epidemiol-
ogy of old and new health problems. EMR systems
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can fill this role, but we must remember that they
were originally developed not to serve as an epide-
miological research database, but rather for docu-
mentation of clinical care, managing day to day care
of patients and for billing payers of medical services.
Generally, public health and epidemiological based
research have been an afterthought with EMR gen-
erated data analysed in a retrospective fashion. As
such, EMR datasets are often complicated by missing
information, inconsistencies, subjectivity and mix-
tures of longitudinal and static information. Thus,
although EMR-based researchers often have the
power of ‘Big Data’, they are ultimately at the mercy
of clinical care providers for the type and timing of
data generated. EMR research requires advanced
statistical methods and careful consideration of clin-
ical data management and standardization across
data systems. At times, this requires clinician case
review of individual EMRs to verify information,
understand the completeness of electronic data cap-
ture and minimize misclassification of critical dis-
ease outcomes [160–162].

The Centers for AIDS Research Network of Inte-
grated Clinical Systems (CNICS; https://sites.ua-
b.edu/cnics/) has been notably successful in
harnessing the power of multi-site EMR data for
HIV research and should serve as a model for how
we move COVID-19 EMR-based research into the
next phase of epidemiological and translational
research [163–165]. This group consists of eight
HIV clinical care sites throughout the USA with
diverse demographics and geography. Each site is
responsible for curating clinical data on HIV patients
in care from the EMR and periodically submitting to
the data management centre (DMC) at the University
of Washington where quality checks, reconciliation
and data standardization is a critical component of
creating useful and rich research datasets [163,166

&

].
Each site locally collects and stores biological samples
(plasma and cells) annually on a subset of partici-
pants and CNICS has a centralized process to quickly
identify research samples paired with clinical data.
One of the unique strengths of CNICS is their
approach of performing patient-reported outcome
(PRO) assessments within the context of routine
clinical care for in-depth longitudinal evaluations
of substance/alcohol abuse, tobacco consumption,
mental health, sexual behaviour and neurocognitive
performance [167]. Finally, CNICS has an organized
and efficient process to quickly perform research
feasibility assessments, review research concept pro-
posals, obtain letters for grant applications, give
expert feedback and mentorship to investigators,
and provide large research datasets. In addition to
collaborative research across the network, CNICS
sites have utilized their data to understand local
Volume 16 � Number 1 � January 2021
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HIV epidemics and identify potential participants for
other observational or interventional HIV clinical
studies.

Future COVID-19 research on the evolution of
viral genetics, long-term outcomes, reinfection,
immune dysfunction, immunity and risk for end
organ disease will require a similar approach with a
central process for standardization and verification
of EMR data, robust biological sample collection,
and thoughtful participant centered evaluations. A
much larger national network of clinical care sites
each contributing COVID-19 (and comparator) clin-
ical data from EMRs for research analyses has rapidly
been developed (https://ncats.nih.gov/n3c), provid-
ing the potential for even more powerful data anal-
yses for COVID-19 given these lessons can be
learned and applied.

As shown throughout this review, our under-
standing of disease diagnosis, pathogenesis and rel-
evant outcomes will change with advancements in
research and technology. At the same time, EMR
systems must be flexible and evolve to play a bigger
better role in providing high-quality information
for public health surveillance and epidemiology
research. In this way, we hope that lessons learned
from years of HIV/AIDS EMR-based research can lead
the path forward for COVID-19.
CONCLUSION

In the past few decades, major advances in molecu-
lar biology have revolutionized the ways in which
we study and understand human health and disease.
New technologies in serology, PCR, gene sequenc-
ing and computational modelling have revealed
new methods to understand and identify the causa-
tive and correlative factors that drive disease. Molec-
ular epidemiology approaches are providing new
means for diagnosis, for tracking transmission and
for understanding pathogenesis. These techniques,
often developed in response to and optimized in
conjunction with the ongoing HIV epidemic, are
now being applied to the SARS-CoV-2 epidemic in
force. Although the advantages of these approaches
are real, they also face several limitations and chal-
lenges, particularly in regards to implementation,
that must be overcome by further research to reach
their full potential. In any case, these approaches
have been found to complement and enhance, but
not supplant, traditional means of epidemiological
study. Moving forward, we should take this oppor-
tunity to advance and employ new, blended meth-
ods of traditional and molecular epidemiology to
improve both our understanding and management
of current and future epidemics.
1746-630X Copyright � 2020 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwe
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